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Audiovisual Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Adaptation Reveals Multisensory Integration Effects in
Object-Related Sensory Cortices
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Information integration across different sensory modalities contributes to object recognition, the generation of associations and longterm memory representations. Here, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging adaptation to investigate the presence of sensory
integrative effects at cortical levels as early as nonprimary auditory and extrastriate visual cortices, which are implicated in intermediate
stages of object processing. Stimulation consisted of an adapting audiovisual stimulus S1 and a subsequent stimulus S2 from the same
basic-level category (e.g., cat). The stimuli were carefully balanced with respect to stimulus complexity and semantic congruency and
presented in four experimental conditions: (1) the same image and vocalization for S1 and S2 , (2) the same image and a different
vocalization, (3) different images and the same vocalization, or (4) different images and vocalizations. This two-by-two factorial design
allowed us to assess the contributions of auditory and visual stimulus repetitions and changes in a statistically orthogonal manner.
Responses in visual regions of right fusiform gyrus and right lateral occipital cortex were reduced for repeated visual stimuli (repetition
suppression). Surprisingly, left lateral occipital cortex showed stronger responses to repeated auditory stimuli (repetition enhancement).
Similarly, auditory regions of interest of the right middle superior temporal gyrus and sulcus exhibited repetition suppression to auditory
repetitions and repetition enhancement to visual repetitions. Our findings of crossmodal repetition-related effects in cortices of the
respective other sensory modality add to the emerging view that in human subjects sensory integrative mechanisms operate on earlier
cortical processing levels than previously assumed.

Introduction
The ability to process and integrate information from different
sensory channels is highly relevant for cognition. Traditional
views arguing for sensory integration to occur on levels of higherorder association cortices (Mesulam, 1998) have been increasingly called into question by findings of visual (van Atteveldt et
al., 2004; Hein et al., 2007) and tactile (Kayser et al., 2005; Lakatos
et al., 2007) modulation of activity in auditory cortices. Thus, a
“multisensory interplay” (Driver and Noesselt, 2008) might be
more common in various cortical, including early sensory, regions than previously thought (Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006).
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In humans, tenets of such an early sensory integration are
backed mainly by results from neuroimaging studies comparing
responses to bimodal [e.g., audiovisual (AV)] versus unimodal
(e.g., auditory and visual) stimulation (Giard and Peronnet,
1999; Noesselt et al., 2007). Although different analysis approaches for these comparisons have been discussed (Beauchamp,
2005; Laurienti et al., 2005), they have been criticized as contrasting responses to stimuli with different degrees of complexity
(Taylor et al., 2006; Hocking and Price, 2008). In the present
study, we examined the presence of early sensory integration effects in human subjects by using only AV stimuli and therefore
one degree of complexity.
Importantly, we did so by using the advanced neuroimaging
technique of functional magnetic resonance imaging adaptation
(fMRIa) (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Weigelt et al., 2008).
Based on the observation that repeated stimuli induce decreased
amplitudes of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal,
fMRIa provides an index of the sensitivity of brain regions for a
stimulus feature by comparing BOLD responses to trials containing
repetitions or changes of this feature. Because these repetitionrelated indices of sensitivity can be found even when conventional subtraction-based fMRI studies show no differential
activity, fMRIa paradigms have critically contributed to our understanding of object processing in the visual (Vuilleumier et al.,
2002; Mahon et al., 2007) and auditory domains (Bergerbest et
al., 2004; Doehrmann et al., 2008). Surprisingly, however, these
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Materials and Methods
Subjects
Fifteen healthy volunteers with a mean age of
27.13 years (range of 18 –39 years; seven males)
participated in two experiments. Three subjects (two males) were left-handed as determined by self-report and an abbreviated form
of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. Visual acuity for all subjects was normal or corrected to normal. According to self-report,
hearing abilities were also in a normal range.
Subjects gave their informed consent to participate in the study. The experiments were performed in accordance with the ethical
standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of
Helsinki and were approved by the local Ethics
Committee of the Frankfurt Medical School.

Adaptation experiment
Stimuli. Two different color images and sounds
of the following 14 animals were created: bird,
cat, cow, dog, donkey, duck, elephant, frog,
horse, lion, monkey, owl, rooster, and sheep
(example stimuli can be found in Fig. 1 A).
Thus, two exemplars of the images and sounds
from these different basic-level categories were
selected. Great care was taken to select only
those images and sounds that were quite common and easily recognizable even when presented separately. This was especially
important because, during the experiments,
images and sounds were presented in different
combinations. All animal images were taken
from a professional database (Hemera TechFigure 1. Stimuli and experimental designs. A, fMRIa experiment. Schematic representations of the four different trial types nologies). The background of each image was
used in the experiment are shown in the left. From the first to the second AV stimulus, the auditory, the visual, or both components removed and replaced with light gray (example
changed or no change at all occurred. Note that all changes occurred within the same basic-level category, thereby minimizing the stimuli can be found in Fig. 1). Furthermore, a
potential influence of semantic congruency. Together, this resulted in a two-factorial design with the factors “sensory modality” white fixation cross was added. When preand “repetition” (middle). Each experimental trial (right) started in half of the cases with a jitter of 1 s, followed by the rapidly sented on the screen in the scanner bore, all
successive presentation of a pair of two AV stimuli. After 3 or 4 s, two volumes of functional data were collected. B, Localizer stimuli (including background) had a size of
experiment. Examples of intact and scrambled visual (left) and auditory (right) stimuli are given. The latter are represented by 10.3 ⫻ 10.3 cm (22.8 ⫻ 22.8° of visual angle).
amplitude waveforms and spectrograms. Note that the presentation time of auditory stimuli was 1 s instead of 500 ms as in the Visual stimuli were presented with a fixed dufMRIa experiment. Blocks of 10 either intact or scrambled stimuli were presented in the auditory, the visual, or both sensory ration of 500 ms.
modalities, thereby generating six different experimental conditions.
Twenty-eight animal vocalizations (two for
each of the animals mentioned previously)
were taken from a collection of professionally
recorded sounds (Sound Ideas) and from difpotentially highly sensitive paradigms have not been applied to AV
ferent Internet websites. The sound stimuli were digitized with a samobject processing (but for a visuo-haptic approach, see James et
pling rate of 22,050 Hz. The sounds were trimmed to an average ⫾ SD of
al., 2002).
487.5 ⫾ 46 ms length (range of 342–556 ms). However, the average
We used a two-factorial fMRIa design to dissociate repetitionduration of the stimulus sets containing each of the two exemplars differed only by 23 ms (499 vs 476 ms). As in the case of the pictures, an
related effects in each sensory modality (see Fig. 1 A). Stimuli
important aspect was to preserve the recognizability of each sound. Accontained either a repetition or change in the auditory, visual, or
cordingly, and likewise for the images, none of the subjects reported
both stimulus components occurring on the level of different
problems in recognizing any of the sound stimuli used during this experexemplars from the same basic-level category and thereby avoidiment. All sounds were equalized with regard to their root mean square
ing variations in semantic congruency. Our design taps into insound intensity.
termediate object processing (before the semantic level), which
Procedure. Subjects were administered four runs of the event-related
has been associated with lateral occipital (LO) regions in vision
fMRIa experiment and one run of a high-resolution T1-weighted
(Malach et al., 1995) and the superior temporal gyrus/sulcus
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) sequence as
an anatomical reference.
(STG/STS) in audition (Lewis et al., 2005). Searching for crossIn line with the general rationale of fMRIa paradigms, the experimenmodal repetition effects, we therefore examined auditory repetital conditions were created solely by the variation of the second of the two
tion in LO and visual repetition in STG/STS. Such effects would
successive AV stimuli (Fig. 1 A). For an adapting stimulus S1 and a subnot only indicate a capability for detection but for discrimination
sequent stimulus S2, this yielded the following four experimental condi(at least along the dimension “same” vs “different”) of concurtions: (1) the same image and vocalizations for S1 and S2, (2) the same
rent stimuli in the other sensory modality. We report exactly this
image and a different vocalization, (3) different images and the same
type of crossmodal repetition effects and thereby novel neuroimagvocalization, or (4) different images and vocalizations. These four experimental conditions instantiated a two-by-two factorial design with the
ing evidence for early object-related sensory integration.
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factors “sensory modality” (levels “auditory” and “visual”) and “repetition” (levels “same” and “different”).
Each trial lasted for 10 s and started with a short nonstimulus delay of
500 ms and in half of the trials with an additional jitter of 1 s. The latter
was applied to increase the sampling of different subsections of the BOLD
signal and to ensure efficient parameter estimation of the hemodynamic
response function (Dale, 1999). Next, the first AV stimulus was presented
with an average duration of 487.5 ms. After a short interstimulus interval
of 500 ms on average, this adapting stimulus S1 was followed by either
exactly the same AV stimulus as an S2 (producing the “same” condition)
or one of the three “different” conditions mentioned above. Because
stimuli were taken from the same basic-level category such as “cat,” no
semantic congruency or incongruency effects were induced either across
(from S1 to S2) or within each AV stimulus. Furthermore, because of our
randomization procedure, each AV stimulus was equally likely to be
presented as S1 and S2.
Each experimental run of the event-related fMRI experiment lasted 12
min and 36 s. Within a single run, 12 trials per condition were presented,
intermixed with 12 trials during which only the fixation cross was presented (baseline). Four experimental runs per subject were administered,
resulting in 48 trials per experimental condition. Similar to previous
studies (Altmann et al., 2004; Doehrmann et al., 2008), the order of
presentation was counterbalanced so that trials from each condition were
preceded (one trial back) equally often by trials from each of the other
conditions.
Behavioral task. In the adaptation experiment, subjects were instructed
to detect a specific target AV stimulus (e.g., “the duck”), which was
individually assigned to each participant before the first experimental
run. We always assigned the respective basic-level category as the target,
because subjects should react as early as possible after the presentation of
the first AV stimulus. Because it was equally likely which exemplar of the
category would be presented first, subjects were familiarized with all
exemplars of the target (i.e., both images and both sounds). Importantly,
to avoid contamination with task-related motor activity, the respective
target trials were discarded from the fMRI analysis. Target stimuli were
presented 12 times per experimental run, resulting in no substantial loss
of experimental trials. This task provided efficient attentional control
compared with passive perception of the stimuli and reduced the impact
of task-related activation on the signal patterns measured during the
experiment. Subjects’ performance was at ceiling, suggesting that stimuli
were indeed perceived attentively.

Localizer experiment
Stimuli. For the localizer experiment, 18 different animal stimuli were
selected from the same sources as for the adaptation experiment; thus,
the stimulus set was partly overlapping. One visual and one auditory
stimulus were taken from the same set of basic-level categories as reported previously. Additionally, images and sounds of a bear, a chicken,
a pig, and a seal were included in this second set of stimuli.
The main purpose of the localizer experiment was to identify brain
structures related to object processing. In accordance with other studies
on visual object processing (Lerner et al., 2001), we intended to compare
fMRI responses to intact images of animals on the one hand and scrambled images on the other hand. If no additional precautions are taken,
scrambling of the color images used in the present experiments might
result in a loss or at least in a change of the overall color composition. We
used a method developed by Nicholaas Prins (University of Mississippi,
Oxford, MS; personal communication) that accomplishes scrambling by
adding a random phase structure to the existing three phase structures
(red, green, and blue) of the original images. Because the relative phases
of each layer remained unchanged during phase scrambling, the color
composition of intact and scrambled images was essentially the same (for
example stimuli, see Fig. 1 B). Scrambling of the 18 intact animal vocalizations was performed as described in previous articles from our group
(Altmann et al., 2007). Both intact and scrambled sounds had the same
average ⫾ SD of 1040 ⫾ 142 ms duration (range of 734 –1386 ms), similar
to our previous study (Altmann et al., 2007). All sounds used in the localizer
experiment were equalized with regard to their root mean square sound
intensity in the same manner as for the adaptation experiment.

Procedure. All subjects except one were scanned for three runs of the
localizer and one run of high-resolution MP-RAGE anatomy in a separate session than the adaptation experiment (one subject was only
scanned for two runs of the localizer experiment). This fixed procedure
(adaptation first, localizer second) was chosen because a substantial portion of the stimuli were used in both sessions. Because it is more likely
that subtle adaptation effects might be affected by previous contact with
the stimuli in a block-design localizer experiment than the other way
around, we decided against the counterbalancing of the experimental
sequence.
Ten successive stimuli were presented in each block, followed by a
fixation-only interval of equal length. Six different experimental conditions were created involving either intact or scrambled versions of auditory, visual, or combined AV stimuli. Each stimulus was presented for
either 1 s (in the visual-only conditions) or the length of the respective
sounds (in the auditory-only and the AV conditions; on average, 1040
ms). Stimuli were separated by an interstimulus interval of ⬃500 ms,
yielding an overall length of each stimulation block and each fixation
period of 15 s. Each experimental condition was repeated two times.
Together with an initial fixation, each run of the localizer experiment had
a length of 9 min and 22 s.
Behavioral task. In the localizer experiment, subjects performed a oneback task requiring a button-press whenever one stimulus was immediately repeated, which was the case in each block of experimental trials.
Again, subjects performed at ceiling, supporting the view that attentional
resources were deployed to stimulus processing. For both experiments,
subjects were instructed to use only one hand for responding. The assignment of left or right hand was counterbalanced across subjects.

Stimulus presentation
Visual stimuli were projected by a liquid crystal display projector on a
screen fixed to the head coil and viewed via a tilted mirror. Auditory
stimuli were presented with MR-compatible head phones (Resonance
Technology) using wave-guide tubes for sound transmission. The headphones of the MRI audio system contained fluid- and vinyl-sealed cushions to attenuate ambient noise up to 30 dB. For each subject, the applied
output volume for the stimulus presentation was adjusted individually to
a comfortable level in accordance with previous auditory studies from
our laboratory (Altmann et al., 2007; Doehrmann et al., 2008). Stimulus
presentation and recordings of behavioral responses were controlled by
the software package Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems) and triggered by the scanner to ensure synchronous stimulus delivery and fMRI
measurements.

Imaging and data analysis
Imaging for both experiments was conducted using a 3 T ALLEGRA
scanner (Siemens) at the Brain Imaging Center (Frankfurt am Main,
Germany). Similar to recent auditory fMRI studies from our and other
laboratories (Schwarzbauer et al., 2006; Doehrmann et al., 2008), scanning for the adaptation experiment was conducted with an interleaved
silent steady-state echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence to reduce the
influences of gradient switching. Each acquisition period lasted 10 s and
consisted of a silent interval of 6 s, during which the acoustic stimulus was
presented and a data acquisition period of 4 s [two volumes with a repetition time (TR) of 2 s and echo time (TE) of 30 ms]. On the basis of
findings from a previous study (Altmann et al., 2007), we derived that
this approach is likely to capture the peak of the BOLD response induced
by the stimuli. For each run, 152 volumes consisting of 33 axial slices (3
mm thickness with 3.00 ⫻ 3.00 mm 2 in-plane resolution and an interslice gap of 0.6 mm) were collected with a birdcage head coil. The field of
view was 19.2 ⫻ 19.2 cm with an in-plane resolution of 64 ⫻ 64 pixels. As
an anatomical reference, we acquired three-dimensional (3D) volume
scans by using an MP-RAGE sequence with 160 slices (TR of 2.3 s).
For the localizer experiment, 281 volumes consisting of 34 axial slices
were collected by using a conventional EPI sequence with the following
parameters: TR of 2 s; TE of 30 ms; 3 mm slice thickness with 3.00 ⫻ 3.00
mm 2 in-plane resolution and an interslice gap of 0.3 mm. The field of
view was again 19.2 ⫻ 19.2 cm with an in-plane resolution of 64 ⫻ 64
pixels. Similar continuous sequences had been used previously in our
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laboratory in both the auditory and the multisensory domain (Altmann
et al., 2007; Hein et al., 2007). The same MP-RAGE sequence as in the
adaptation experiment was used for the acquisition of anatomical
references.
Functional data were preprocessed and analyzed using the Brainvoyager QX (Brain Innovation) software package (version 1.9.10). Preprocessing included head movement correction and linear detrending.
Correction of slice scan time using cubic spline interpolation and temporal high-pass filtering with three cycles per time course were only
applied to the data of the localizer experiment. These two preprocessing
steps require evenly sampled functional data. Because of the silent interval for stimulus presentation, this was not the case for the EPI sequence
used in the adaptation experiment. More specifically, this type of unevenly sampled data could require an interpolation of data points before
the application of a high-pass filter. However, work from the signal processing domain (Laguna et al., 1998) suggests that such an interpolation
might cause artifacts such as a distortion of the temporal structure of our
data. Furthermore, slice scan time correction was not applied to the data
because this would have required a differential interpolation between
consecutive volumes and volumes separated by a 6 s silent period. However, the regions under investigation here were only separated by (on
average) four to six slices, which corresponds in our ascending, noninterleaved acquisition scheme to a very moderate temporal delay of
240 –360 ms. Thus, the omission of these preprocessing steps attributable
to particular features of sparse sampling sequences is unlikely to compromise the quality of the data collected in the present experiment. The
2D functional images were coregistered with the 3D anatomical data, and
both 2D and 3D data were spatially normalized into the Talairach and
Tournoux stereotactic coordinate system (Talairach and Tournoux,
1988). Functional 2D data were spatially filtered using a Gaussian kernel
of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum.
For each experiment, we computed a general linear model (GLM) to
estimate the beta weights that model the hemodynamic responses as a
combination of two gamma functions (Friston et al., 1998). Whole-brain
random-effects (RFX) GLMs across subjects were calculated. For the
adaptation experiment, the model included the following eight predictors: (1) four predictors for the experimental conditions involving pairs
of AV stimuli, (2) one predictor for the fixation condition, (3) one predictor for the target condition involving task-related motor activation,
(4) one predictor for the auditory stimulation resulting from the scanner
noise, and (5) one predictor for residual T1-related signal decay. For the
localizer experiment, the GLM was constructed based on the six predictors that coded for the experimental conditions.
In a first analysis step, we used the GLM from the localizer experiment
to define regions of interest (ROIs) with sensitivities to auditory and
visual object stimuli, respectively. To this end, we computed betaweight-based t tests contrasting responses to intact versus scrambled
stimuli. For the auditory contrast, the resulting map was thresholded at
t(14) ⫽ 4.14, corresponding to an uncorrected statistical value of p ⬍
0.001. This map was then projected onto averaged three-dimensional
cortex reconstructions generated from the anatomical datasets of all participants (see below) and submitted to cortex-based cluster threshold
estimation based on a Monte Carlo simulation with 500 iterations. This
procedure resulted in a statistical map with a minimal cluster size of 94
mm 2, which corresponded to a corrected ␣ value of p ⬍ 0.05. Similarly,
visual ROIs were generated from a contrast of responses to blocks of
intact versus scrambled images. A stricter statistical value was set to t(14) ⫽
6.71 or p ⬍ 0.00001 to enhance selectivity of the obtained ROIs. The
resulting maps were again projected onto the same averaged cortex reconstruction. Furthermore, to control for the fact that subsequent analyses might have been influenced by our ROI definition criteria, we ran
additional analyses in which we equalized the size of our auditory ROIs to
our visual ROIs with respect to cluster sizes (see supplemental data,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Data from the fMRIa experiment were then analyzed on the basis of
these cortex-based auditory and visual ROIs. Because of the use of two
datasets from different experiments, this analysis is statistically independent from the analyses that defined the ROIs (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009;
Vul et al., 2009). Effects of auditory and visual repetitions were deter-
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mined by means of ROI-based RFX GLMs in a manner corresponding to
a two-factorial design with the factors “sensory modality” and “repetition.” More precisely, to investigate the impact of auditory changes compared with auditory repetitions, we calculated the following contrast,
hereafter referred to as the “auditory adaptation contrast”: [(auditory
different, visual same) ⫹ (auditory different, visual different) ⬎ (auditory same, visual different) ⫹ (auditory same, visual same)]. Note that
the visual component was completely subtracted yielding an effect, which
could be attributed solely to responses to auditory stimulation. Analogously, a “visual adaptation contrast” was computed: [(auditory same,
visual different) ⫹ (auditory different, visual different) ⬎ (auditory different, visual same) ⫹ (auditory same, visual same)]. Similar to many
fMRIa studies, we refer to a significant result in the direction of “different ⬎ same” as an effect of repetition suppression. In contrast, an effect in
the opposite direction, i.e., “same ⬎ different”, could be regarded as
reflecting “repetition enhancement” (Henson et al., 2000). Finally, the
interaction term was defined in the following manner: [(auditory same,
visual same) ⫹ (auditory different, visual different) ⬎ (auditory different, visual same) ⫹ (auditory same, visual different)].
Parameter estimates (beta weights) of responses in the auditory and
visual ROIs during the adaptation experiment are visualized as bar plots
in Figures 2 and 3 and supplemental Figures 1 and 2 (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material). These response profiles are reported after the subtraction of the fixation condition. Error bars reflect
mean SEs, which were corrected for intersubject effects similar to previous studies (Altmann et al., 2007; Doehrmann et al., 2008). In particular,
the fMRI responses were calculated individually for each subject by subtracting the mean percentage signal change for all conditions within that
subject from the mean percentage signal change for each condition and
adding the mean percentage signal change for all the conditions across
subjects.
We additionally conducted a whole-brain analysis to further corroborate findings from the ROI-based computations. The RFX GLM from
the adaptation experiment was used to calculate the same adaptation
contrasts as reported previously to search for cortical regions exhibiting
repetition effects. Statistical maps were thresholded to an initial value of
t(14) ⫽ 3.33, corresponding to p ⬍ 0.005, uncorrected. Volume-based
cluster threshold estimation (Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 iterations) was applied, yielding a cluster size of 5 (125 mm 3) voxels for the
auditory adaptation contrast and 14 (2744 mm 3) voxels for the visual
adaptation contrast.
Finally, we were interested in the response patterns of heteromodal
regions commonly found in conventional fMRI studies on audiovisual
integration (Beauchamp et al., 2004; Hein et al., 2007), particularly the
posterior superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus (pSTS/MTG).
We examined several criteria for the definition of ROIs located in the
pSTS/MTG and further tested for the presence of repetition-related effects in line with the previously described analyses (supplemental data,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Whenever feasible, group-averaged functional maps were projected
onto inflated representations of the left and the right hemispheres of an
averaged three-dimensional cortex reconstruction. These reconstructions were generated from the anatomical datasets of all participants by
using algorithms from the so-called cortex-based intersubject-alignment
procedure (Goebel et al., 2006), which were inflated to permit visualization of statistical activation maps in both gyri and sulci. Because a morphed surface always possesses a link to the folded reference mesh,
functional data can be shown at the correct location of folded as well as
inflated representations. In case a resulting cluster was comparatively
small, we used a volume-based visualization on slices of an averaged
anatomical dataset from all subjects of our study. However, to allow a
better comparison of the location of this cluster to the other effects, we
projected the statistical map to a cortex representation after lowering the
threshold only for visualization purposes to an uncorrected level of p ⬍
0.05 (instead of p ⬍ 0.05, corrected).

Results
Because we were primarily interested in the response patterns of
those cortical regions that are commonly involved in auditory
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and visual processing of natural objects,
we restricted our first analysis to voxels
defined by separate localizer runs. For the
localizer experiment, a group-based RFX
GLM served as the basis for the definition
of ROIs that are particularly related to
processing of common auditory and visual objects.
We identified ROIs related to auditory
object processing by contrasting responses to blocks of intact versus scrambled auditory stimuli. Figure 2 A
displays the significant (t(14) ⫽ 4.14; p ⬍
0.001, uncorrected; corrected by clustersize threshold to p ⬍ 0.05) activations of
bilateral STG anterior to primary auditory
cortex located in Heschl’s gyrus as well as
in middle portions of right STS. Similarly,
we identified ROIs related to visual object
processing by contrasting responses to
blocks of intact versus scrambled visual
stimuli. Figure 3A shows significant (t(14)
⫽ 6.71; p ⬍ 0.00001, uncorrected; corrected by cluster-size threshold to p ⬍
0.05) bilateral activations in the LO cortex
and fusiform gyrus (FG).
We then analyzed responses from the
fMRIa experiment in these separately defined ROIs. Crucially, these analyses are
statistically independent from the analyses that led to the definition of the ROIs,
because they were based on two different
datasets (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009; Vul et
al., 2009). Furthermore, our data analysis
always involved a two-step approach:
first, an examination of the presence of
effects of repetition suppression, which
were expected to occur in the respective
sensory region, usually processing stimuli
from this sensory modality (as suggested
by previous fMRIa studies with unimodal
stimuli) and second, an investigation of
crossmodal effects.

Figure 2. Adaptation effects based on the results of the auditory localizer. A, Group data (n ⫽ 15) contrasting intact and
scrambled auditory stimuli were derived from the general linear model analysis of the localizer experiment. Results are shown on
lateral views of left and right hemispheres of averaged inflated three-dimensional cortex reconstructions generated from the
anatomical datasets of all subjects. Light gray represents gyri, and dark gray represents sulci. B, Results of the fMRIa experiment
derived from the regions of interests shown in A. Bar plots represent parameter estimates (beta weights) of the four experimental
conditions. The responses are reported after subtraction of the beta weights corresponding to the fixation condition on a singlesubject basis, and error bars represent mean SEs of the fMRI responses corrected for intersubject effects. For details, see Materials
and Methods. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant results of contrasts examining repetition effects. The same color conventions as for Figure 1
apply. Color codes are additionally provided at the bottom. LH, RH, Left and right hemisphere; RS, RE, repetition suppression and
repetition enhancement.

Adaptation effects in auditory
object-sensitive cortices
The investigation of fMRIa effects in predefined ROIs in auditory
temporal cortex revealed suppressed responses (t(14) ⫽ 2.261; p ⬍
0.05) to those experimental conditions with repetitions in the
auditory component from S1 and S2 compared with those with
auditory changes in the right STG/STS (Fig. 2 B). This significant
auditory repetition suppression was expected for a region that has
been shown to discriminate auditory objects, and it thus served as
a proof-of-principle for our adaptation approach.
Most interestingly, in the same auditory region, we additionally found significant repetition effects (t(14) ⫽ ⫺3.467; p ⬍ 0.05)
for the comparison of visual repetitions and visual changes (Fig.
2 B). In contrast to auditory repetition, however, visual repetition
led to an enhanced signal in the right STG/STS (repetition enhancement). To investigate whether these effects were primarily
driven by voxels located in either the STG or the STS, we divided
the complete ROI into an anterior and a posterior portion. This
analysis revealed that the repetition enhancement in the anterior

portion (STG) was less pronounced than in the posterior portion
(STS), dropping slightly below significance (t(14) ⫽ 1.937; p ⫽
0.07). To ensure that this pattern of findings was not attributable
to our particular choice of statistical thresholds, we redefined
these auditory ROIs by matching the number of included voxels
to the number of voxels comprising the visual ROIs (see below).
Indeed, the effects detected in the auditory ROIs remained unchanged after controlling for ROI sizes, thereby corroborating
the robustness of the previously described findings (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Again, the posterior cluster located on the STG (extending
into STS) showed significant effects both for auditory repetition
suppression (t(14) ⫽ 2.278; p ⬍ 0.05) and for visual repetition enhancement (t(14) ⫽ ⫺3.368; p ⬍ 0.005). The anterior cluster on the
STG still exhibited a significant visual repetition enhancement effect
(t(14) ⫽ ⫺2.496; p ⬍ 0.05), and the auditory repetition suppression
effect showed a trend toward significance (t(14) ⫽ 1.879; p ⫽ 0.08).
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No significant differences were detected in the left STG, and also the interaction contrast (see Materials and Methods)
was not significant in either of the auditory ROIs.
Adaptation effects in visual
object-sensitive cortices
A similar analysis in the visual ROIs revealed significant repetition suppression
for visual repetitions in contrast to visual
changes (Fig. 3B) in right LO (t(14) ⫽
2.891; p ⬍ 0.05) and right FG (t(14) ⫽
3.249; p ⬍ 0.05). Again, this result is
expected for regions that are involved in
the discrimination of visual objects. This
finding shows that our adaptation approach was successful.
Importantly, similar to the visual repetition enhancement in the auditory ROI,
we also detected auditory repetition enhancement in one of the visual ROIs. Left
LO showed a significantly (t(14) ⫽ ⫺2.436;
p ⬍ 0.05) enhanced response to auditory
repetitions than auditory changes (Fig.
3B). We did not find repetition effects for
visual stimulation in either left LO or left
FG, however. Furthermore, no significant
interaction was found in the visual ROIs.
In summary, auditory regions seemed to
be affected by repetitions in the visual domain, whereas visual regions appeared to be
affected by repetitions in the auditory domain. Table 1 provides a summary of these
analyses in auditory and visual ROIs. An auditory region in right STG/STS showed both
a suppression effect to auditory repetition
and an enhancement effect to visual repetition. In visual cortex, however, the effects
were separable: both right LO and FG
showed a suppression effect to visual repetition, whereas only left LO showed an enhancement effect to auditory repetition.

Figure 3. Adaptation effects based on the results of the visual localizer. A, Group data (n ⫽ 15) contrasting intact and
scrambled visual stimuli were derived from the general linear model analysis of the localizer experiment. Results are shown
on lateral (top) and ventral (bottom) views of left and right hemispheres of the same averaged cortex reconstruction used
in Figure 2. B, Effects in the regions of interests shown in A are presented as bar plots of beta weights (again after
subtraction of the fixation condition). Error bars represent mean SEs after correction for intersubject effects. Color codes are
the same as in previous figures and are additionally provided at the bottom. *p ⬍ 0.05, significant results of contrasts
examining repetition effects. LH, RH, Left and right hemisphere; RS, RE, repetition suppression and repetition
enhancement.

Whole-brain adaptation effects
To further investigate these response patterns beyond the restriction of predefined
ROIs, we computed the visual and auditory adaptation contrasts on a wholebrain level (Fig. 4). The visual adaptation
contrast revealed a significant (t(14) ⫽ 3.33;
p ⬍ 0.05, corrected) suppression to visual
repetition in the left FG, posterior to our
previously examined ROI (Fig. 4A). An additional cluster reached significance in the
right FG but did not survive cluster-size correction. Importantly, in line with our ROI
analysis, significant enhancement effects for
visual repetition were found in right STG/
STS. Additional clusters of activation were
revealed in the right anterior insula and bilateral medial occipital cortex, close to early
visual areas.
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Table 1. Coordinates and number of significant voxels in regions of interest
generated by the localizer experiment: repetition effects as determined by the
data from the adaptation experiment
Region of interest

x

y

z

Number Auditory
Visual
of voxels adaptation adaptation

Auditory: intact ⬎ scrambled
Left STG
⫺49 ⫺11
3 747
Right STG/STS
51 ⫺23
3 1513
Visual: intact ⬎ scrambled
Left LO
⫺43 ⫺72
0 260
Right LO
44 ⫺69 ⫺3 581
Left FG
⫺38 ⫺37 ⫺18 232
Right FG
36 ⫺41 ⫺18 253

RS

RE

RE
RS
RS

Regions were determined by the group-based RFX GLM of the localizer experiment by contrasting intact versus
scrambled stimuli for the auditory and the visual sensory modalities. Talairach coordinates are derived from the
clusters shown in Figures 2 and 3 and are provided in millimeters. The number of voxels is based on the resolution of
the anatomical dataset, i.e. 1 ⫻ 1 ⫻ 1 mm. Significant effects for the two adaptation contrasts were denoted
depending on the direction of the respective effect (for details, see Results). RS, Repetition suppression; RE, repetition enhancement.

We found significant suppression effects for auditory repetition (t(14) ⫽ 3.33; p ⬍ 0.05, corrected) in the left precentral gyrus.
Again in line with our ROI analysis, enhancement effects for
auditory repetitions were statistically significant on the same level
of significance in posterior LO of the left hemisphere (Fig. 4 B).
To allow for a comparison with the results reported in Figure 3A,
we projected the cluster shown in the top panel of Figure 4 B after
lowering the threshold only for visualization purposes to a level
corresponding to p ⬍ 0.05 (uncorrected). A summary and details
of this analysis are provided in Table 2.
Effects in multisensory regions
Our whole-brain analysis did not reveal effects in lateral temporal
regions, which have been repeatedly identified as being critically
involved in object-related AV integration (Beauchamp et al.,
2004; Hein et al., 2007). On the basis of different criteria, we
identified multisensory ROIs in the pSTS/MTG and tested for the
same repetition-related effects as in our auditory and visual ROIs
(supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Regardless of the criterion in use for the definition of multisensory ROIs, the results of this analysis support
our findings from the whole-brain analysis by demonstrating that
these cortical regions show no differential pattern for the experimental conditions used in the fMRIa experiment. This was true
for both our contrasts for repetition-related effects (repetition
suppression and enhancement) and pairwise comparisons between experimental conditions (supplemental Fig. 2, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This analysis is in
line with our findings from the whole-brain analysis, i.e., no statistically significant differences or trends of any kind were found
in pSTS/MTG for our repetition-related effects. Thus, in contrast
to our STG/STS and LO region, pSTS/MTG does not seem to
differentiate between the conditions used in the adaptation
experiment.

Discussion
The aim of the present experiment was to test whether using
solely AV stimulation could strengthen previously reported cortical effects of early sensory integration. Using fMRIa for the first
time in the domain of AV processing of common objects, we
documented an enhancement for repeated visual stimuli in the
(auditory) STG/STS and for repeated auditory stimuli in (visual)
left LO. Critically, we replicate previously described suppression
effects to auditory repetition in auditory regions (Bergerbest et

al., 2004; Altmann et al., 2007; Doehrmann et al., 2008) and suppression effects for repeated animal pictures in visual regions
(Vuilleumier et al., 2002). Furthermore, the latter were particularly found in the right cortical hemisphere in line with previous
reports of a right-hemispheric dominance for within-category
repetition suppression (Koutstaal et al., 2001; Simons et al.,
2003). Together, our findings are not only consistent with
within-modality repetition effects but extend them substantially
by showing that object-related visual (auditory) cortex is able to
discriminate auditory (visual) signals at least along the dimension of “same” versus “different.” Thus, our results go beyond
demonstrating that visual (auditory) cortex is able to detect the
presence of visual (auditory) signals. Rather, it suggests interactions of cortices commonly associated with intermediate stages of
object processing.
It is still a matter of intense debate which neuronal mechanisms actually mediate these complex crossmodal influences. It
has been suggested that these effects might be the result of interactions between early sensory and multisensory cortices such as
STS (Ghazanfar et al., 2008). However, a growing number of
studies have shown direct connectivity between the auditory and
visual cortices without additional connections through mediating
neurons in multisensory regions (Falchier et al., 2002; Rockland and
Ojima, 2003; Clavagnier et al., 2004). Also, more recently, projections from auditory to visual cortices were found to target not only
primary but also extrastriate regions (Clemo et al., 2008).
Thus, accumulating evidence supports the view that interactions between the auditory and visual sensory modalities are
probably mediated by various pathways, with direct influences
and connections via multisensory regions being only two of several possibilities (Driver and Noesselt, 2008). Some evidence
from our study suggests that the response pattern found in our
study might be more in line with an account of direct influences.
“Classical” multisensory regions such as those described by
Beauchamp et al. (2004) located in the pSTS/MTG did not show
differential crossmodal repetition effects in our study. This could
be attributable to our particular fMRIa paradigm and the use of
AV stimuli of common objects. Thus, pSTS/MTG might respond
to any type of AV stimulation used during our experiment but,
critically, without differentiating between stimuli involving repetitions or changes. Thus, the activity of this commonly reported
region might be enhanced by AV stimulation per se, which is
suggested by studies comparing responses to bimodal and unimodal stimulation (van Atteveldt et al., 2004; Hein et al., 2007).
Also, pSTS/MTG is activated even by quite simple stimuli such as
visual flashes and noise bursts as long as they occur synchronously (Noesselt et al., 2007). Consequently, pSTS/MTG had the
same level of activity for all experimental conditions used during
our study and could, therefore, not be revealed by any of our
contrasts.
Furthermore, although this region might actually be responsive to a higher-order feature of AV stimuli, such as semantic
congruency versus incongruency (Doehrmann and Naumer,
2008), this would also not be visible on the basis of our contrasts
because both types of conditions (changes and repetitions) were
always semantically congruent. Thus, future fMRIa paradigms
involving variations of semantic congruency might reveal also
repetition-related modulations of pSTS/MTG. Because of the variety of reasons that could account for our null effects for this
region found in our study, we refrain from additional interpretations here.
Although the exact role of regions such as pSTS/MTG in AV
object processing requires additional investigation, the present
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complex spectrotemporal processing
(Lewis et al., 2005). Importantly, although
the latter takes place on a pre-semantic
level, this could contribute to functions
such as the differentiation into different
auditory object categories (Murray et al.,
2006; Doehrmann et al., 2008; Staeren et
al., 2009). Analogously, LO regions (and
subregions of the fusiform gyrus) have
also been repeatedly associated with object processing on a pre-semantic level,
pertaining to shape processing (Malach et
al., 1995; Amedi et al., 2001; Kourtzi and
Kanwisher, 2001). Thus, it is likely that
the suppression effects for unimodal repetitions were attributable to stimulus
features such as shape and complex spectrotemporal patterns tapping into these
intermediate object-processing stages in
associated regions (LO and STG/STS respectively). However, the novelty of our
study relates to its finding of additional
repetition enhancement effects, which
Figure 4. Whole-brain results of the adaptation contrasts. A, Results for adaptation contrasts examining sensitivities to visual suggest an additional sensitivity of each of
changes (different ⬎ same; orange map color) and repetitions (same ⬎ different, blue map color) as indices of repetition these sensory cortices to intermediate
suppression and enhancements are shown on lateral (top), ventral (middle), and medial (bottom) views of the same averaged stages of object processing in the respeccortex reconstruction used in Figures 2 and 3. The red circle indicates the effect in right STG/STS. B, A similar contrast as in A was tive other modality. Additional studies
used for the investigation of auditory adaptation effects. Blue color of the map represents stronger effects for auditory repetitions will have to determine whether similar
than changes. Data are shown on an axial slice of a volume-based anatomical scan averaged across all subjects. The white circle crossmodal repetition enhancement efindicates the effect in left LO. The bottom shows this previous effect on the cortical reconstruction used for the previous figures with fects could be found with variations of ina threshold lowered for purposes of visualization to p ⬍ 0.05 (uncorrected).
creasingly simpler stimulus features,
whether this produces shifts to earlier corTable 2. Whole-brain analysis of the fMRIa experiment
tical regions, or whether the cortical correlates of intermediate
Region of interest
x
y
z
Number of voxels
object processing investigated here are the first to demonstrate
these effects.
Visual: different ⬎ same (RS)
Furthermore, our finding of crossmodal repetition enhanceLeft FG
⫺37
⫺54
⫺15
190
ment instead of repetition suppression needs to be investigated
Visual: same ⬎ different (RE)
more thoroughly in future work. Generally, repetition enhanceRight STG/STS
47
⫺29
0
702
ment has been found for unfamiliar visual (Henson et al., 2000;
Right anterior insula
32
22
9
161
Right lingual gyrus
3
⫺69
0
105
Fiebach et al., 2005; Gruber and Müller, 2005) and auditory
Left lingual gyrus
⫺6
⫺71
5
125
(Gagnepain et al., 2008) stimuli and has been associated with the
⫺6
⫺65
0
540
generation of novel memory representations of these stimuli
Auditory: different ⬎ same (RS)
(Henson, 2003; Gruber and Müller, 2005). Another account of
Left precentral gyrus
⫺45
13
9
520
repetition enhancement is based on studies that have systematiAuditory: same ⬎ different (RE)
cally varied the degree of stimulus salience (James and Gauthier,
Left LO
⫺41
⫺82
0
220
2006; Turk-Browne et al., 2007). For example, Turk-Browne and
Regions were determined by the group-based RFX GLM of the fMRIa experiment. Adaptation contrasts (for details,
coworkers manipulated the contrast of scene stimuli and found
see Results) for the investigation of repetition effects were calculated on a whole-brain level. Talairach coordinates
are derived from the clusters shown in Figure 4. The same conventions apply as in Table 1.
repetition suppression effects for high-contrast scenes and repetition enhancement effects for low-contrast scenes. A possible
explanation for these results is that repetition suppression occurs
study offers novel evidence for AV interactions in a set of
when the first stimulus can be successfully processed (as is the
regions commonly associated with intermediate stages of
case for high-contrast stimuli). In contrast, as soon as the first
(unisensory) object processing. AV integration effects have been
stimulus is not easily recognizable (as is the case for low-contrast
found in early sensory cortices for comparatively simple stimuli
stimuli), an enhanced signal to the repetition of that response
(Noesselt et al., 2007; Martuzzi et al., 2007) and semantically
might aid recognition.
modulated object stimuli (van Atteveldt et al., 2004; Hein et al.,
Our repetition enhancement effects in right STG/STS and in
2007). However, we are not aware of studies using AV stimuli of
left LO might be similarly interpreted along these lines. For excommon objects that similarly showed influences on both audiample, an auditory region such as right STG/STS reacts with a
tory and visual cortices by a particular type of stimulation in the
suppressed signal for auditory repetition compared with auditory
respective other sensory modality. Our STG/STS ROI is lochanges (neurons in these regions are particularly tuned to
cated anterior to commonly reported pSTS/MTG foci (cf.
sounds of this type). However, a visual stimulus could be reBeauchamp et al., 2004; Hein et al., 2007) in close proximity to
garded, similar to the low-contrast stimuli in the study by Turkhigher-order auditory cortices, which have been associated with
Browne et al. (2007), as suboptimal for this cortical region. It may
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therefore elicit repetition enhancement to aid overall objectrecognition processes.
Moreover, the exact functional role of crossmodal repetition
enhancement has to be determined. Unfortunately, our fMRIa
study was not designed to address whether crossmodal repetition
enhancement effects did indeed facilitate multisensory object
recognition. Our task required only the detection of a target stimulus and, therefore, we might not have tapped into processes of
object recognition as studies using a task, which requires access to
semantic representations (Noppeney et al., 2008). Similarly, important open questions pertain to the processing of auditory object stimuli in LO regions, which has previously only been found
after subjects learned to decode shape information from abstract
sounds (Amedi et al., 2007). However, we hope that our results
will inspire additional studies using crossmodal fMRIa paradigms. Furthermore, crossmodal transcranial magnetic stimulation (Romei et al., 2007) might shed additional light on the exact
functional role of the activation in LO and STG/STS in the course
of object recognition.
In summary, the present study used an fMRIa paradigm to
investigate how cortical structures were modulated by repetition
of the auditory, visual, or both components of two successive AV
stimuli. Controlling for stimulus complexity and semantic congruency, our design revealed influences of (repeated) visual stimuli
on processing in higher-order auditory cortices and of (repeated)
auditory stimuli on extrastriate visual cortex. Findings within
these regions are in line with their respective roles in object processing operating on an intermediate level. Furthermore, these
effects could be revealed only with an fMRIa paradigm such as the
one used here, and they provide additional support for the view
that sensory integration occurs on earlier cortical levels as assumed previously.
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